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Introduction:

• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Market Review for Q321 assesses the growth

drivers of M&A activity and capital investment within the sector, considering the

underlying market trends across industry subsectors and the factors contributing to

heightened investor confidence and transaction volumes recorded in the quarter.

• Sector deal volumes reached a record high in Q321, increasing by 46% on the

previous quarter as they continue their upward trajectory. Average quarterly M&A

activity for the last 12 months remains above pre-pandemic levels.

• Transaction volumes have been elevated by financial and strategic acquirers

seeking ad-hoc diversification opportunities by acquiring into subsectors with

demonstrable covid resilience, scalability potential and strong operating margins

coupled with continued low cost of capital for SITS acquirers.

• Sector and investor sentiment has been buoyed by an appreciation of share prices

and public valuations of leading SITS companies. Gambit’s SITS valuation index

shows an appreciation in average EV/EBITDA multiples of 32.5% from Q120 to 22.13x

in Q321.

• This uplift in valuations since the onset of the pandemic can be attributed to the

sector’s resilience, extensive innovation and sales pipeline, appreciating margins

and accelerated adoption of software and IT services across all industry verticals.

• Both system software and VAR & consultancy sub-sectors exhibited particularly

strong growth in valuation multiples, with EV/EBITDA multiples rising by 15.98% and

25.81% respectively from pre-pandemic levels in Q419 - as evidenced by Gambit’s

SITS Valuation Index.

• Global disruption triggered by the pandemic led many companies to reassess

operational strategies, increasing investments in software & IT services and

redirecting management resource to core/value-add business functions.

• Stimulated by the sector’s resilience to the pandemic, acquirers have undertaken

aggressive buy-and-build strategies, seeking companies with significant growth

potential, extensive use-cases, competitive advantages and operational synergies.
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Key points in focus:

• Investors recognise that behavioural changes stimulated by the pandemic, such as

remote working and digital transformations, are not a short-term reaction, and these

trends will continue to evolve beyond the pandemic.

• Ongoing sector attention will enable exiting shareholders to benefit from heightened

valuations, while investment returns will be buoyed by favourable market conditions

and forecasts for SITS companies, coupled with low cost of capital.

• Record M&A volumes witnessed in response to the pandemic have highlighted

software & IT services companies as key opportunities in focus, requiring investors to

execute timely M&A strategies in order to maintain competitive advantage and

retain market share.

• The current M&A environment presents an opportunity to explore succession

strategies across trade, financial and management buy-out routes to benefit owners

and well-prepared management teams, crystalising shareholder value during a

period of heightened investor appetite and SITS company valuations.

• The Autumn 2021 Budget announced no changes to capital gains tax rates,

enabling exiting shareholders to benefit from favourable tax rates and Business

Asset Disposal Relief under the current regime. This is likely to change in the medium

term and the UK Government is likely to significantly increase CGT rates which

means a shorter-term evaluation of exit options is likely for many entrepreneurs.
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UK M&A Activity

• The UK SITS market witnessed historically high levels of M&A activity in Q321, with investor appetite

amplified by strong market tailwinds and heightened demand for transformational, disruptive SITS

companies aligned with the behavioural changes and enterprise requirements resulting from the

pandemic.

• The continuation of record deal volumes reflects elevated investor confidence and strong appetite for

high quality assets in Covid-19 resilient sectors. Strategic acquirers with well capitalised balance sheets

and ambitious growth plans have identified opportunities to diversify their suite of SITS solutions, acquiring

smaller, fast-growing companies in order to incorporate emerging technologies. Deal volumes within

application software and managed IT & cloud subsectors more than doubled in Q321 compared to Q221.

• Shareholders have benefited from a surge in valuation multiples in the rebound from the pandemic.

Gambit’s SITS valuation index demonstrated a 32.5% increase in EV/EBITDA multiples from Q120 to Q321.

The uplift in valuation multiples reflects the growing recognition among investors that investment in digital

transformation is required to meet the demands of the post-covid landscape as SITS companies seek to

protect market share via acquisitions.

• The proliferation of private equity and venture capital funds active in the sector have deployed record

levels of low-cost capital to portfolio companies, providing substantial war chests to fund future M&A

investments, growth strategies and support expansion plans into additional regions and complimentary

subsectors. US based Providence Equity recently commenced its consolidation strategy with the bolt-on

acquisition of TNP in July, having acquired UK headquartered digital transformation provider Node4 in

March 2021.

• Record levels of dry powder, coupled with significant investor sentiment and increasing appetite across

both private equity and venture capital funds is anticipated to elevate transaction values further and

provide opportunities for SMEs outside of investors’ typical investment focus to access capital.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud
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Managed IT & Cloud – Valuation Index
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Sep 21 MFG UK Air IT
(August 
Equity)

-

Sep 21 Infinity IT 
Solutions

Air IT
(August 
Equity)

-

Sep 21 Piskel Industry 
Solutions 

Redcentric £9.5m

Aug 21 Response IT Modern 
Networks
(Horizon)

-

Aug 21 Bridge Fibre Modern 
Networks
(Horizon)

-

Aug 21 Stega UK Crossword 
Cybersecurity 

£1.8m

July 21 Pulsant
(Oak Hill 
Partner)

Antin -

• As companies continue to reassess operational

models in light of the pandemic, the benefits of

outsourced IT operations are being increasingly

realised by companies seeking to concentrate

executive management time on core and value-add

business functions.

• In this fast-evolving digital landscape, the need for

robust IT infrastructure and cloud security are

paramount. Superior technical expertise, however, is

not a guaranteed determinent of success, with end

users favouring high levels of customer service and

support to facilitate remote working and mitigate

cyber threats. Opportunity exists for managed IT and

cloud SMEs to more closely compete with larger

companies, despite differing technical capabilities.

• Managed IT and cloud providers will seek to acquire

smaller companies with strong regional reputations

and customer loyalty. Demonstrating this, the double

acquisition of Reading based MFG UK and Uttoxeter

based Infinity IT by Air IT (backed by August Equity)

enables the company to expand its geographic

footprint while supporting its mission to deliver “a local

service on a national scale”.

• Underpinned by recurring revenues and visibility of

earnings, the managed IT sector has been a private

equity favourite in recent years. PE houses are

supporting the growth ambitions of their portfolio

companies and are undertaking aggressive buy-and-

build strategies with record levels of capital ready to

be deployed. Since securing investment from Horizon

Capital in April 2021, Modern Networks completed

the double acquisition of Response IT and bridge

Fibre, as part of its long terms strategy to double the

size of its business.

• Gambit’s managed IT & cloud valuation index

evidences the elevated trading multiples of listed

providers, which neared pre-pandemic highs in

Q321. Managed cloud specialist Beeks Financial

Cloud for example witnessed a 90% appreciation

in its share price in Q321 having reported a 24%

increase in revenues and EBITDA in the year to

June 2021.
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy
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VAR & Consultancy – Valuation Index

• Strong performance of IT VARs and IT consultancies has

been fueled by the accelerated migration from

traditional manual processes to digital solutions, with

organisations seeking advice and support on how to

facilitate this transition to evolve operational models.

• Heightened sector attention has spurred increased

demand for VAR & Consultancy assets. In Q321,

subsector deal volumes accounted for 19% of SITS

transactions, compared to 15% in Q221.

• Gambit’s VAR & consultancy valuation index highlights

the appreciation in subsector valuations since Q418.

Following a short-term retraction in valuations of publicly

listed companies during the onset of the pandemic,

EV/EBITDA multiples have resurged to record highs in

Q321, increasing by 68% from Q120. Most notably,

Softcat plc witnessed a 14% increase in trading multiple

between Q321 and Q221, following favourable share

price expectations among analysts and brokers in July

2021.

• Extensive inorganic growth strategies are being

implemented across the sector, augmenting

shareholder value via vertical and horizontal

acquisitions and channel partner capabilities. Ernst &

Young referenced its acquisition of IT transformation

consultant Seaton Partners as supporting the company’s

growth ambitions to expand capacity, capabilities and

market presence across Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP

applications.

• The resilience and buoyant trade performance of UK

VAR & consultancies, bolstered by a highly qualified and

experienced talent pool of consultants has supported

cross-border deal activity as international acquirers seek

to incorporate UK assets.

• In August, Belgium headquartered Projective Group

announced its second acquisition in 12 months with its

purchase of DTSquared, a London-based specialist data

consultancy. The transaction was supported by Gimv, a

Belgian private equity house.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• Private equity backed acquirers are becoming

increasingly active within the sub-sector as they

look to bolt-on complimentary service providers

and enhance channel partnerships to fuel growth.

Backed by Providence Equity Partners, digital

transformation specialist Node4 made its fourth

acquisition via TNP, the largest pure-play Microsoft

Partner in the UK.

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Sep 21 BIST Tactus Group
(Chrysalis)

-

Sep 21 Systems 
Assurance

CloudCoCo £1.58m/
7.6x EBITDA

Aug 21 Seaton 
Partners Ltd

Ernst & Young -

Aug 21 DTSquared Projective 
Group 
(Gimv)

-

Jul 21 HorsaBA Catalyst IT -

Jul 21 TNP Node4
(Providence 
Equity Partners)

-

Jul 21 Nudge Digital 
Ltd

TPX £4.7m/
4.7x EBITDA
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Sectors in Focus

Application Software
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Application Software – Valuation Index

• Application software continues to drive innovation,

operational efficiencies and productivity, with the

pandemic spurring increased adoption of

application solutions.

• Application software remains the most active

subsector for M&A activity within the SITS sector,

accounting for 41% of transaction volumes in

Q321, demonstrating the extensive appetite and

use-cases for application software solutions.

• Strategic acquirers are extending the parameters

of their acquisition search in order to expand

market share, access new verticals and generate

additional synergies. M&A activity is being driven

by heightened demand for innovative and

complimentary application solutions that can be

integrated efficiently into existing applications.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s SITS Valuation index,

publicly listed application software providers are

trading at historically high levels. Current EV/EBITDA

multiples are 13.5% higher than at the start of the

pandemic in Q121.

• Application software presents a compelling

investment case for financial acquirers, reinforced

by scalable and agile business models, visibility of

earnings and strong margins. Private equity and

venture capital funds with accumulated capital

are supporting portfolio company growth via bolt-

on acquisitions and entering new verticals in

parallel. Bridgepoint’s investment in LanguageWire

highlights financial acquirers’ interest in gaining

exposure to additional markets being transformed

by technology.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Sep 21 Heydoc Smedvig
Capital 

£6.3m 

Sep 21 GoProposal Sage Group -

Sep 21 Mobysoft ECI Partners -

Sep 21 Orbis Tech PDI -

Aug 21 Trunarrative Lexis Nexis 
Risk Solutions 

-

Jul 21 Touch Press Team 17 
Software

£20.5m 

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• Bridgepoint noted that “tech-enabled players of

scale will be well-positioned to take an increasingly

larger share of the overall market, while more

traditional service providers will likely find it more

challenging to compete.”
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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System Software – Valuation Index

• Valuations of listed system software providers

have continued their upward trajectory since the

beginning of 2020, rising by 59% from Q120 to

22.6x in Q321.

• Notably, the share price of leading enterprise

software provider Cerillion Plc has increased by

93% in the 12 months to October. In its July

earnings update, the company predicted future

profits to be significantly higher than market

expectations, supported by a record level of

new orders and securing two of its largest

contract wins to date.

• Cross-border M&A has been accelerated as

dealmakers become familiar with executing

remote transactions. Scalable technology

solutions such as system software are well suited

to cross-border integration and facilitate

international M&A more easily than asset-heavy

business models. This presents system software

providers with additional acquisition, investment

and exit opportunities than purely domicile

partners.

• Forterro, a European provider of ERP software

solutions to more than 7,000 midmarket

manufacturing and production companies,

completed its ninth acquisition in Europe since

2011 and its first in the UK with the purchase of

123 Insight. The transaction marks an important

strategic milestone for Forterro, affording the

group its initial footprint in one of Europe’s top

industrial production markets.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Sep 21 Servelec Access Group
(HG)

-

Sep 21 XVR 
Simulation

Apiary Capital -

Aug 21 MDT Software HG Capital -

Aug 21 Coversocial Verint -

Jul 21 123 Insight Forterro -

Jul 21 Duco Nordic Capital -

• Strategic acquirers are seeking transformative

acquisitions to support market growth in sectors

stimulated by the pandemic, particulary business

communications and healthcare. Access group’s

acquisition of Servelec (a trusted software supplier

to NHS trusts and local authorities) will combine

both companies’ health and social care

technological capabilities across healthcare,

education and youth services.
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Concluding remarks

• As the UK economy emerges from the recovery phase of the pandemic and businesses devise

plans prosper to in the new economic landscape, M&A is set to play a pivotal role in corporate

growth. Whilst the toll on the UK’s economy begins to be evidenced in less-resilient subsectors,

SITS companies have emerged energised, prepared to accelerate growth by pursuing targeted

M&A and investment opportunities.

• Corporate acquirers are undertaking consolidation strategies focused on capability

enhancement, scalability, geographic augmentation and diversified end-market exposure.

Increased M&A activity is fuelled by evolving digital transformation requirements, demand for

embedded tech solutions and the prospect of generating operational synergies, with investments

supported by continued access to low-cost capital for SITS acquirers.

• Disproportionate attention from investors looking to deploy record levels of capital will support

further investor appetite, across subsectors and business models outside of traditional investment

criteria, and provide an opportunity for those looking to exit at historically strong valuations.

• Strong sector tailwinds present an opportunity for business owners to explore succession

strategies and crsytalise shareholder value, with a range of options across trade and financial

routes reflecting the recognition that quality assets within all subsectors of the SITS landscape are

highly desirable.

• The Autumn 2021 Budget announced no changes to capital gains tax rates, enabling exiting

shareholders to benefit from favourable tax rates and Business Asset Disposal Relief under the

current regime. This is likely to change in the medium term and the UK Government is likely to

significantly increase CGT rates which means a shorter-term evaluation of exit options is likely for

many entrepreneurs.

• Dealmaking has transformed during the pandemic, but M&A participants have remained

persistent and flexible, adapting to remote due diligence and negotiations and completing

transactions despite this unique situation.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to

understand the most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions,

please contact a member of the team.

Sam Forman

Associate Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Nick Gallagher

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Lloyd Evans

Analyst

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: lloyd.evans@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI is ranked number 19 in

Europe and 26 globally by Thomson Reuters for

transactions valued up to €200 million.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track

record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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